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Effects on coal industry
- Negative + Positive

Global Economy

Trends in the Coal Market

➢ Global recession and financial crisis

before COVID-19

➢ Rising unemployment and inequalities

➢ Stricter climate and

➢ Hault of globalization trends and international

trade

➢ Shrinking shares due to cheaper

➢ …
- Global (partial)
lock-down for
months

renewables and gas

➢ International price war
Reduction
of (air)
traffic

- (Partial) closure of mines
and power plants to stop
the spread of the virus
- Air pollution (partly due
to coal) worsens the
effects of COVID-19
pandemic

➢ Divestment trends and

- Reduction of global
energy demand by 6% in
2020

Energy Market
COVID-19

➢ Oversupplies of oil and gas
➢ Increasing bankruptcies

- Increased
competition in
electricity market

environmental policies

+ Cheaper fuel
costs for
mining

bankruptcies of companies
- Increasing
insecurity and
divestment
+/ - Recovery
package stimuli
(conditional to
climate
constraints)

➢ …

- Shrinking coal demand
(esp. in Europe and
Northern America)
- Insecure outlook for
investors and coal
regions

Global Coal Industry in Times of and after the COVID-19 Pandemic
➢ 8% global coal demand reduction in 2020 (US -25%; EU -20%; -5-10% Asia)
➢ Drop of international coal prices, increase of bankruptcies and divestment activities
➢ Rising pressure on health aspects in addition to climate and environmental policies
➢ Rising need for transition management in coal regions to enable a “just transition”

The Effect of Covid-19 on the international coal market? And its more detailed answer…

1. Introduction – pre COVID 19 trends in coal markets
2. COVID 19 shock and global energy markets
3. Outlook – the death Valley of coal?
4. Conclusions
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Pre COVID-19 trends in coal markets showed already an
structural decline in global coal markets
Existing trends in coal
markets
➢ Stricter environmental
policies
➢ Increased competition
with other fuels
➢ Divestment trends and

weak financial
performance of coal firms
➢ Shrinking of coal plants

pipeline
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Figure 1 Global coal consumption by major
region/country (1990-2018E); Source: (IFRI, 2019)

Pre COVID-19 trends in coal markets showed already an
structural decline in global coal markets
Existing trends in coal
markets
➢ Stricter environmental
policies
➢ Increased competition with
other fuels
➢ Divestment trends and

weak financial performance
of coal firms

Global coal use:
• Might have peaked in 2014. For electricity production in 2018.
• European Union and US account for the majority of the decline in coal use.
• Developing countries still increasing use.
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➢ Shrinking of coal plants

pipeline
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Figure 2 Newly operating coal plants by year
(2008-2018); Source: (IFRI, 2019)

Pre COVID-19 trends in coal markets showed already an
structural decline in global coal
Existing trends in coal
markets
➢ Stricter environmental
policies

➢ Increased competition with
other fuels
➢ Divestment trends and

weak financial performance
of coal firms

Coal power capacity:
➢ Shrinking of coal plants
• Net additions of coal power capacity peaked in 2015
pipeline
• Many countries (mostly developing) are still building and planning new coal plants.
• A large share of the coal fleet is young (and not profitable) – risk of assets
stranding or lock-in.
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COVID & Coal
2) Short-term COVID-19 impact

on coal markets
➢ Unprecedented short-term
shock in global coal demand

2020
➢ Drop of international coal
prices, and decline in coal trade
and exporters earnings
➢ Supply disruptions (both in
mining and transport) & delay
in investment
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Short-term COVID-19 impact on coal markets caused
the biggest decline in history for all key indicators
Figure 3 Annual changes in power
generation by source 2018-2021;
Source: (IEA, 2020)

2) Short-term COVID-19 impact
on coal markets
➢ Unprecedented short-term

shock in global coal demand
2020
➢ Drop of international coal
prices, and decline in coal trade
and exporters earnings

Global coal use:
• Largest drop in coal consumption since the Second World War (-5%), for
electricity -4%.
• Large drops in coal demand (>15%) in the European Union and North America.
• Coal use only increased in the Asia Pacific region (1.2%)
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➢ Supply disruptions (both in
mining and transport) & delay

in investment
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Short-term COVID-19 impact on coal markets caused
the biggest decline in history for all key indicators
Figure 4 Seaborne thermal coal supply
Source: (Argus, 2021)

2) Short-term COVID-19 impact
on coal markets
➢ Unprecedented short-term
shock in global coal demand
2020

➢ Drop of international coal
prices, and decline in coal trade
and exporters earnings
➢ Supply disruptions (both in

Global coal production and trade:
• Production declined -6.5% in 2020, primarily in response to falling demand.
• Seaborne coal trade fell around -10%, with large exporters hit hard.
• Coal reference prices fell around -50% and reached historic lows (34USD/ton).
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in investment
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2020 marks a negative shift for global coal consumption in the
global electricity sector
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Longer trend for coal is clearly negative since 2015
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Negative Trend 2015-2020, especially within OECD countries
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Figure: European coal power generation [TWh] and
coal imports [mio t] Source: (Argus, 2021)

European Union
Key facts:
• Coal demand in the EU declined by a record of - 20% in
2020 (-23% for power generation) despite cold winter.
•

Pespectives for an accelerated decline: Half of Europe’s
324 coal-fuelled power plants have either closed or
announced a retirement date before 2030.

•

EU financial institutions have also introduced nearly 40
coal-restricting policies in 2020 alone.

•

EU ETS price has risen above 40 €/tCO2
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USA

Key facts:
• Coal demand in the USA declined by a
record of - 17% in 2020 (-14% for power
generation) despite cold winter.
•

USA coal production fell strongly in 2020 (23%) and most mines operating under
profitability margins. This accelerated trend
of bankruptcies of coal mine operators.

•

Decreasing gas prices pushed out many
coal power plants out of the market in 2020.

Source: Europe Beyond Coal (2021)
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Colombia
Key facts:

•

Over 90% of national production is exported.
2020 level (49*Mt) are lowest levels since 2005
(-40% yoy).

•

Mines closed for months due to Covid
restrictions, strikes, and economic choices of
operators (e.g. Glencore has surrendered they
mining rights for 2 mines accounting for 20% of
national production)

•

Coal producing regions hit hard by the crisis of
the sector. Employment, royalties, social
investment declined strongly.

Figure 6 Colombia´s Coal Production per origin 2010 – 2020p

Source: (SIMCO, 2020)
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South Africa
Key facts:
•

It accounts for over 90% of the African coal
production.

•

Coal mines were excluded from lockdown
measures as they are considered essential for
power generation.

•

Production declined -7% in 2020. Stable exports
but lower domestic demand for power generation.

•

Lower sales and prices have hit small and midsize producers in particular.

Figure 8 South Africa electricitz production 2019- 2020

Source: (Ember Data Explorer, 2021)
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Australia
Key facts:

•

Coal production both for thermal and met coal fell
strongly in 2020 (-10%)

•

Exports to China declined in the second-half of the
year as import quotas tightened.

•

Low demand stimulated temporary mine closures
in the second-half of 2020: e.g. Wambo mine (2
months), Glencore mines (3 weeks in September
and October).

Figure 9 USA coal production 2019- 2020

Source: (IEA, 2021)
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Asia
Key facts:

•

Coal consumption decreased. China (-0,5%; India
-7%; rest of Asia -3,8%)

•

China and India promoting national production and
implementing policy to cut coal imports (with
important implication in exporting countries).

•

State ownership of coal assets in China and India
makes financial concerns less relevant for
business decisions as in other countries.

•

Decline in international and domestic coal prices,
and production decline (-14%) put pressure on
state revenues in Indonesia.

Figure 10 Global coal consumption by major region/country 2020

Source: (IEA, 2020)
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Outlook – the death Valley of coal?
3) Mid and long-term
influence of COVID-19
recovery plans on coal
markets
➢ Global economic recession
and green/brown recovery
packages
➢ Concentrated policy efforts
on coal transitions
➢ Changes in trade policies

(in particular in China and
India)
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Outlook – the death Valley of coal?
3) Mid and long-term
influence of COVID-19
recovery plans on coal
markets
➢ Global economic recession
and green/brown recovery
packages
Figure 11 international thermal coal demand scenarios

Source: (Yanguas et al, 2021)
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0306261921001112

International coal demand:
• Severity of short-term 2020-21 shock will depend on
scale of the pandemic (uncertain) but will mean reaching
tipping points for coal demand.
• Design of COVID-19 recovery policies have large
influence on long-term coal outlook.

➢ Concentrated policy efforts
on coal transitions
➢ Changes in trade policies

(in particular in China and
India)
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Outlook – the death Valley of coal?
Green vs Brown recovery:
•

Of total recovery public money committed in the
energy sector, 40%has been directed to fossil fuels
and 38% to clean energy.

•

USA has been the worst performer (in absolute
terms) with 72 billion USD for unconditional FF
funding, and Turkey, Russia, Saudi Arabia, and
Argentina, the worst relative performers with 100%
of the recovery funds going to unconditional FF
funding.

•

India has been the best performer (in absolute
terms) with 36 billion USD for clean energy funding,
and Japan and China, the best relative performers
with over 79% of the recovery funds going to clean
energy funding.
Figure 12 Green vs Brown recovery expenditure

Source: (Energy Policy Tracker, 2021)
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Outlook – the death Valley of coal?
3) Mid and long-term
influence of COVID-19
recovery plans on coal
markets
➢ Global economic recession
and green/brown recovery
packages
Figure 13 International thermal coal supply scenarios

Source: (Yanguas et al, 2021)
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0306261921001112

International coal supply:
• Dramatic changes in the composition of international coal
trade expected.
• COVID-19 driven coal decline scenarios still not
compatible with 1.5°C target.
• Need for concentrated policy efforts in coal sector in the
pandemic aftermath.

➢ Concentrated policy efforts
on coal transitions
➢ Changes in trade policies

(in particular in China and
India)
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Conclusions

✓ Pre-COVID-19 negative trends in coal markets were accelerated by pandemic.
✓ The COVID-19 shock in 2020 for global energy demand, and commodity prices hit the global coal sector hard,
and a structural (and rapid) decline of the sector is expected in the future.
✓ Design of COVID-19 recovery policies have large influence on long-term coal outlook. Decisions by big players
(China and India) point into a good direction. But not sufficient action on Green Recovery is seen globally.
✓ COVID-19 driven coal decline scenarios still not compatible with 1.5°C target. Concentrated policy efforts in
coal sector still needed in the pandemic aftermath.

✓ Dramatic changes in the composition of international coal trade expected but coal-dependent countries (and
regions) are not prepared for the structural decline of this sector.
✓ Need for a planned coal phase-out and just transition plan for dependent countries and regions.
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